The Federation of Canadian Municipalities
ACTION PLAN FOR A STRONG RURAL CANADA
See our full 2015 Federal Election Platform
A Roadmap for Strong Cities and Communities

A Plan for Strengthening
Rural Canada
The Federation of Canadian
Municipalities’ (FCM) 2015
federal election platform,
A Roadmap for Strong Cities
and Communities, is a call to
action to all federal parties to
partner with local governments
to grow the economy and
improve the quality of life in our
hometowns.
The Roadmap reflects the
vision of FCM’s membership,
from large cities, to small
towns and rural municipalities.
FCM’s members are united
in their efforts to strengthen
Canada by ensuring:

• Local Jobs and Growth
• Livable Communities
• Safe Communities
•	Environmentally Sustainable
Communities
• Global Municipal Connections
Thousands of rural
municipalities — FCM members
from every province and
territory — are highlighting
actions that must be taken by
the next federal government to
build vibrant and sustainable
rural communities to move our
country forward.
Rural communities are critical to
the country’s economic, social
and environmental well-being,

and the health of Canada’s
urban communities is directly
related to the vibrancy of
Canada’s rural regions.
FCM’s Rural Forum was
established in 2001 with
a mandate to advocate
for rural communities
and provide municipal
governments in rural areas
with greater access to FCM.
The Rural Forum comprises
FCM member municipalities
that are located in rural areas
and urban communities with
rural areas or a significant
rural interest.
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Local Jobs and Growth
in Rural Canada
Investing in rural infrastructure creates jobs and growth.

A national economy needs
infrastructure; water,
all regions functioning well to
wastewater and stormwater
operate efficiently. Predictable
infrastructure) by $1.5
and dedicated funding for core
billion annually through a
rural infrastructure will help
predictable mechanism like
smaller communities provide
the Gas Tax Fund.
the essential services that
•	Help address the cost of
cannot be delivered with local
new federal wastewater
revenues alone. Improving
regulations while tackling
our roads, bridges, broadband
the largest source of water
infrastructure and water systems
pollution — outdated
is one of the best ways to create
wastewater systems, with
local jobs and get goods to
matching federal funding
market. Upgrading important
of $300 million per year for
water infrastructure will allow
20 years for clean water
communities to keep water
projects.
clean, maintaining quality of life
and bolstering tourism.
•	Help build the capacity
of local governments
FEDERAL ACTION PLAN FOR
through support for asset
LOCAL JOBS AND GROWTH
management planning.
•	Increase the amount of
This will improve how
dedicated federal funding for
infrastructure is planned,
core municipal infrastructure
built and maintained over
(roads, bridges, other
the long term, and ensure
municipal transportation
that every community,

regardless of size, can benefit
from well-developed asset
management practices.
•	Ensure that Canada’s rail
transportation system
includes sufficient capacity
to meet the demands of
economic growth and support
the movement of goods within
communities and across the
country.
RURAL SUCCESS STORY

Kapuskasing, Ontario: This
municipality of under 8,000
people upgraded its wastewater
treatment plant with support
from FCM’s Green Municipal
Fund and federal and provincial
partners. This infrastructure
investment created 54 local
jobs and improved water quality.
Overall economic benefits
exceeded project cost by over
$9 million.
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Livable Rural Communities
Let’s make rural Canada a welcoming and
affordable place for people to live and build a future.

To ensure the talent and skills
necessary to sustain vibrant local
economies, rural communities
must remain attractive to
young people, immigrants and
Aboriginal people. Housing that
is affordable for newcomers,
young people, the middle class
and seniors alike is essential for
a bright future for people and
communities. Unfortunately,
rural Canada is experiencing
affordable housing challenges
similar to many of Canada’s
urban centres. Protecting federal
investments in social housing
and creating incentives to
increase rental housing will help
keep vulnerable seniors in their
homes and out of the health care
system, and make housing more
affordable for the one-third of
Canadians who rent.

FEDERAL ACTION PLAN
FOR LIVABLE RURAL
COMMUNITIES
•	Protect Canada’s existing and
longstanding $2.34 billion
annual federal affordable
housing programs and
agreements.

•	Preserve rent and operational
subsidies for existing social
housing as the need is
identified and create a
new Capital Repair and
Regeneration Program with
remaining funds.

•	Preserve and increase
affordable rental housing
•	Ensure that rural communities
through innovative tax
have equal access to high
incentives including a Rental
speed Internet to support
Housing Protection Tax
economic development in rural
Credit to preserve existing
Canada and help motivate
rental
units, and an Ecoyoung people to stay in their
Energy Tax Credit at a cost
home communities.
of $400 million in reduced
•	Collaborate with local
federal revenues.
governments and local
•	Build on proven practices
settlement organizations
like Housing First and
in rural Canada to provide
other programs that provide
newcomer services, including
housing support and reduce
matching skills and education
homelessness.
to existing job opportunities.
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Solutions for Safe
Rural Communities
No matter where they live, Canadians deserve to feel safe.

In Canada’s small towns and
rural communities, police and
emergency responders are
on the frontline of keeping
Canadians safe. Local
governments are increasingly
being called on to take the
lead on emerging threats to
community safety without an
increase in available funding.
Further, the 2013 rail tragedy
in Lac-Mégantic, the 2014
flooding in Alberta, and the
2015 fires across Western
Canada serve as important
reminders of one of the most
fundamental responsibilities
of all orders of governments:
to keep Canadians safe when
disaster strikes. Recent trends in
climate patterns also mean that
we must prepare for a future of
further extreme weather events,
from floods and forest fires to
droughts and storms.

Through stronger investments in
disaster mitigation, emergency
preparedness and response,
proven crime prevention models,
innovative policing practices,
and evidence-based policy,
we can start to address these
challenges.
FEDERAL ACTION PLAN
FOR SAFE CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

•	Reinvest in the Joint
Emergency Preparedness
Program to ensure access to
highly trained and equipped
emergency responders.
•	Consult with FCM’s Rural
Forum on the governance,
design and protocol of
Canada’s new Public Safety
Broadband Network.

•	Expand the federal National
Disaster Mitigation Program
to include all natural disasters
and flow directly to the
impacted municipalities.

•	Work with municipalities to
improve rail safety, including
additional funding for grade
crossing improvements
required by new federal
regulations.

•	Prevent downloading of
disaster relief costs to
rural municipalities caused
by recent changes to the
Disaster Financial Assistance
Arrangements program.

•	Increase cooperation and
collaboration between all
orders of government to
implement proven crime
prevention and early
intervention policing models.
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Solutions for Sustainable
Rural Communities
Rural communities are innovators in climate mitigation and adaptation.

We have all witnessed the
dramatic rise in weather-related
emergencies across Canada
that have displaced people and
families, damaged property,
and disrupted local economies.
Canada’s smaller, rural and
northern communities face
additional challenges when
responding to these events.
Rural municipalities, in
particular, need support to build
capacity to leverage reliable
and trusted risk assessment
technologies to address the
most vulnerable aspects of
their infrastructure, while
protecting their populations.
With a partner in the federal
government, rural communities

have the potential to be
catalysts for the emerging
clean technology industry
and innovators in local
renewable energy.
FEDERAL ACTION PLAN FOR
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
•	Implement and expand
incentives for renewable
power production, so that
municipal services can be
delivered with safe, reliable,
clean energy.

•	
Build local capacity to
respond and adapt to
climate change with asset
management capacity at
the local level, research and
innovation in local climate
forecasting, climate change
adaptation and disaster
mitigation.
•	Partner with municipalities to
update Canada’s flood plain
maps to better understand
and address risks.

•	Support local governments
to build and adapt climateresilient infrastructure, and
update national engineering
standards to reflect future
weather and climate conditions.
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Rural Solutions for Global
Municipal Connections
Rural Canada has much to offer and benefit from global connections.

Rural municipalities are
globally connected. They have
commercial ties that strengthen
Canadian competitiveness in
the global economy, as well
as expertise and knowledge
in sustaining local economic
development sought out the
world over. Rural communities
recognize that economic
diversification will make them
more competitive in a global
economy. Opportunities created
through international trade and
investment will help to create
strong, vibrant rural economies.

FEDERAL ACTION PLAN
FOR GLOBAL MUNICIPAL
CONNECTIONS

RURAL SUCCESS STORY

MRC de la Matawinie, Quebec:
Matawinie’s municipal experts
helped local government
•	Strengthen Canada’s
economy and competitiveness officials in Bougoula, Mali,
revitalize the town market, and
by working directly with
support the local government
local governments in rural
of Orodora, Burkina Faso in the
Canada to attract trade and
creation of support services
investment.
for small and medium-sized
•	Enhance the cooperation
businesses through FCM’s
between municipalities and
International program.
the federal government to
involve communities of all
sizes across the country in
advancing Canada’s foreign
policy objectives through
implementing the formal
strategic partnership
between FCM and the
Department of Foreign Affairs,
Trade and Development.
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FCM’s 2015 Federal Election Platform and Rural Canada

Canadians expect all orders of government to work together to build our economy from the
ground up, and to improve the quality of life in our hometowns. With this federal election,
we have an opportunity to truly build the Canada of tomorrow, a Canada where our rural
communities are growing and creating jobs. Together, we can make our hometowns more
prosperous, livable and safer — while ensuring that they contribute to a cleaner environment
and a more connected world. These are values that cross party lines. They are values broadly
shared by Canadians. So let’s use this election to set a course for a stronger, more livable
Canada. It all starts in our hometowns from coast to coast to coast.

hometownproud.fcm.ca
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